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Twenty years ago, the search for an animal model of human
language seemed to have reached an impasse. Numerous attempts
to teach captive apes (usually chimpanzees) some form of artificial language had revealed that apes had a clear capacity for
understanding the semantic properties of symbols, at least under
the tutelage of humans. Nevertheless, there was little evidence
that these same individuals could combine signs into sentence like
phrases, and it began to seem rather fruitless to continue the attempt to teach animals a communicative system of which they were
probably incapable (Seidenberg and Pettito 1979; Terrace et al.
1979; Ristau and Robbins 1982). Instead, a number of comparative psychologists argued, it would be more productive for future
studies of nonhuman primate communication to shift their focus to
two related issues: the natural communication of apes and the link
between communication and cognition (Terrace and Bever 1976;
Premack 1976a).
In the ensuing twenty years, the first question has hardly been
addressed; we still know almost nothing about the natural communication of any ape (cf. Mitani 1996). The second has received
far more attention, but studies in this area have raised almost as
many questions as they have answered.
It has become clear, for example, that a wide range of animals
in addition to apes can be taught by humans to use artificial labels
to designate objects or properties of objects. What cognitive mechanisms, however, underlie the use of such labels? Do the labels
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map onto preexisting concepts? If so, why do the same animals
not explicitly label these concepts except when tutored by humans ?
Similarly, we now know that at least some species of nonhuman
primates possess in their natural communicative repertoire a small
number of calls that serve as semantic labels for objects. Nonetheless, these same animals never seem to create new calls or labels
for objects. Why should an animal that already possesses a small
number of semantic signals in its vocal repertoire be unable to
create new labels for other objects and events in its environment?
Why is there so little evidence for learning and modification in the
natural calls of nonhuman primates and other mammals ?
Finally, if animals can be taught to obey sentencelike commands by humans, why do they not also spontaneously produce
sentences, and why is there no evidence for syntax in the natural
communication of animals? What, in fact, is the effect of human
training on the cognitive capacities of animals ?
In this paper, we explore some of these questions, briefly reviewing some of the evidence and highlighting some remaining
puzzles and paradoxes. W e suggest that the communication of
nonhuman animals lacks three features that are basic to the earliest
speech of young children: a rudimentary theory of mind, the ability
to generate new words, and syntax. W e suggest that animals’ lack
of a theory of mind is the most fundamental and is causally related
to the other two.
1 . WHAT Is THE U NDERLYING M ENTAL

REPRESENTATION

OF A

C ALL ?

Under natural conditions, a number of monkey species use
acoustically different calls that act to designate objects and events
in the external world. These calls are functionally semantic, because they evoke the same responses from listeners as do the
stimuli to which they refer. Some vocalizations, like predator
alarm calls, are given in response to different classes of predators
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and evoke qualitatively different responses (e.g., vervet monkey
alarm calls; Struhsaker 1967; Seyfarth et al. 1980). Other calls,
however, are given in the same general context and appear to function almost as synonyms, despite being acoustically distinct. Vervet
monkeys, for example, have at least three acoustically different
calls that are given in response to neighboring groups, and playback experiments have demonstrated that listeners treat these calls
as roughly equivalent (Cheney and Seyfarth 1988, 1990b). In a
similar fashion, diana monkeys appear to judge a leopard’s growl,
a male diana monkey's leopard alarm call, and a female diana
monkey's leopard alarm call as designating the same class of danger, even though the three calls are acoustically distinct (Zuberbuhler et al. 1997).
What sorts of mental representations underlie the production
and perception of these vocalizations? Do monkeys classify two
calls as synonymous because they can be placed in the same conceptual category, or are they classified as similar simply because
they have become associated with the same response or stimulus?
Although the intuition that words are labels for underlying
mental concepts is not contested, what a concept or category actually might be has eluded philosophers since at least John Locke
(see reviews by, e g . , Quine 1977; Smith and Medin 1981; Carey
1985; Keil 1989). For example, although it seems obvious that
people and animals should be inclined to classify many objects
in their world according to perceptual similarity, even this apparently simple criterion has proved difficult to define. Objects cannot
simply be grouped into categories according to a list of necessary
or sufficient features, because most objects do not have fixed essences, nor do people tend to classify objects according to strict
defining features (Katz and Fodor 1963; Fodor 1975, 1994; Keil
1995). Similarly, although people often seem inclined to cluster
objects around prototypical exemplars of a given class (Rosch
1973; Smith and Medin 1981; but see Armstrong et al. 1983),
they nonetheless have little difficulty assigning atypical objects to
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their appropriate classes ; penguins, for instance, are classified as
birds despite being unable to fly.
Even if it were possible to define “perceptual similarity,” this
criterion would not adequately account for all conceptual categories, because people (and perhaps animals) also make functional classifications of objects based on causal theories about their
underlying properties. Many concepts seem to be defined according to clusters of intuitive beliefs about how and why things work;
these explanatory causal theories may be different in different domains and are often present even in very young children (Keil
1989, 1995). S. Carey (1985) has suggested that children are predisposed to apply different intuitive theories to the physical and
psychological domains (see also Premack and Dasser 1991 ; Spelke
et al. 1992). They may also attribute different causal properties to
biological and nonbiological phenomena (Keil 1989) .
Experimental psychologists concerned with the kinds of associations that are formed during classical and instrumental conditioning view categories from a more operational perspective. Stated
loosely, objects are considered to belong to the same category if
they are treated by the animal (or human) as equivalent (Wasserman and Astley 1994). Like humans, animals seem predisposed to
treat perceptually similar objects as belonging to the same category
(Herrstein 1985; Wasserman and Astley 1994), but pigeons and
rats will treat even perceptually dissimilar stimuli as equivalent if
they are associated with the same response or context (e.g., Herrnstein 1985; Medin 1989; Wasserman et al. 1992). Thus, prior
history of association with a common response may produce a category of functionally equivalent but physically different items
(Thompson 1995).
For an animal to demonstrate true “stimulus equivalence,” it
must demonstrate reflexivity (i.e., by identifying t wo items as
“same” or “different”), transitivity ( i .e , by making an inferential
judgment across pairs of stimuli that share a common element),
and symmetry (i.e., by recognizing that, if A is associated with C ,
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then C must be associated with A) (Dube et al. 1993; Fields
1993). In addition to monkeys (e.g., Wright et al. 1983; Burdyn
and Thomas 1984; D’Amato et al. 1985) and apes (e.g., Premack
1976a , 1 9 8 3 ) ,a number of other nonhuman mammals (e.g., sea
lions: Schusterman and Kastak 1993; dolphins: Herman and
Gordon 1974; Herman et al. 1989) and birds (e.g., African grey
parrot: Pepperberg 1987) seem to be capable of some equivalence
judgments.
Stimulus equivalence as measured by behavioral output provides a useful operational tool for examining the classification of
objects by nonverbal animals, if only because behavioral responses
are typically the only reliable dependent variable. The method
does, however, beg a number of questions. For example, when an
animal, through its responses, treats two stimuli as equivalent, how
does it represent this equivalence in its mind? When pigeons are
trained to discriminate between, say, slides of cats and slides of
trees, does this mean that they have constructed some sort of pictorial representations of platonic cats and trees that they can actively access and compare with new exemplars (a form of declarative knowledge) ? Or do they simply reflexively associate pictures
of cats and trees with the same response or reward (a form of
procedural knowledge) ?
Another objection to the behaviorist’s approach centers on its
central premise: that stimuli belong to the same class when they
are treated as similar. By this definition, a monkey that has been
trained to sort pictures of pigs from pictures of monkeys places all
monkeys into the same equivalence class. And yet a different training regime could reveal that the same subject easily distinguishes
among different individual monkeys (Humphrey 1974).
Finally, behavioral responses reveal little about the mental
mechanisms that underlie them. Consider, for example, the intergroup calls of vervet monkeys described earlier. On the one hand,
vervets might classify these acoustically different calls as synonymous because the calls evoke the same mental concept (i.e., an
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intruding group), in much the same way that humans judge different sounding words according to their meaning. On the other
hand, the calls could be judged as equivalent simply because they
are associated with the same stimulus and/or response (Thompson 1995).
This explanatory impasse can be partially resolved by considering other, complementary sorts of evidence. For example, in captivity monkeys readily learn to classify objects according to sameness or oddity (e.g., Davis et al. 1967; Burdyn and Thomas 1984),
suggesting at the very least that free-ranging vervets are capable
of forming relative class concepts and comparing calls according to
their meanings. Equallyimportant, under naturalconditions intergroup calls do not consistently evoke the same responses, nor are
they always elicited by the same stimuli. Depending on the context in which they occur, the same call can evoke a number of different responses, ranging from apparent indifference to hostile
chases and fights. Similarly, the call can be given to single individuals or entire groups. Vervets also use intergroup calls to mark
the status of immigrant males, giving intergroup calls to a male
when he first enters a group and gradually shifting to other call
types as he becomes more integrated into the social structure
(Ch en ey and Seyfar th 1990b).
Observations such as these suggest that vervets’ intergroup calls
designate a type of event rather than a specific behavioral response
or stimulus. Of course, the precise content of vervets’ mental representations of intergroup encounters remains elusive, just as the
precise content of most human concepts remains elusive. It seems
likely, however, that these representations consist of more than reflexive responses to particular vocal stimuli.
2. W H Y Do A NIMALS HAVE So FEW L ABELS
FOR OBJECTS AND EVENTS ?

Even if it were possible to specify the nature of the concept
that underlies, for example, a vervet monkey’s eagle alarm call,
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we would still be left with an enigma: why do monkeys (and other
animals) apparently have so few semantic labels? Vervet monkeys
have different calls that function to designate a variety of events,
including different classes of predators, neighboring groups, and
the initiation of group movement. However, it is easy to think of
many other events and objects that monkeys appear not to label
with calls. For example, there is both observational and experimental evidence that monkeys recognize the close associates of
other group members (e.g., Ch eney and Seyfar th 1980; Dasser
1988; reviewed in Cheney and Seyfarth 1990b) .Nonetheless, they
have no vocal labels for different kin classes such as “mother” or
“off spring” or even “closely bonded.” Similarly, monkeys and
apes clearly recognize other individuals by face and voice, and yet
there is no evidence that they ever tag each other with names.
There is at present very little evidence for vocal learning in
nonhuman primates. Indeed, with the exception of cetaceans, no
mammals seem to learn vocal repertoires or adopt local dialects as
song birds do (see reviews by Marler 1990; Snowdon 1990; Janik
and Slater 1996; Snowdon and Hausberger 1997). Infant vervet
monkeys, for example, seem innately predisposed to give alarm
calls with the acoustic features of adult eagle alarms in response
to birds, and throughout sub-Saharan Africa vervets give acoustically similar calls in response to raptors (Seyfarth and Ch eney
1997). Even when monkeys are reared in environments different
from the ones they would normally experience, call production
seems to be relatively inflexible. For example, in one experiment
in which infant Japanese and rhesus macaques were cross-fostered
into groups of the opposite species, there was no evidence of vocal
modification. Cross-fostered juveniles continued to give speciestypical calls even in contexts in which their adoptive mothers and
peers gave acoustically different calls (O wr enet al. 1993; see also
Newman and Symmes1982 for similar data on squirrel monkeys).
This is not to say that all aspects of vocal learning are innate
and inflexible. Although monkeys seem predisposed to give certain
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sorts of calls in particular contexts, both vocal usage and call comprehension appear to involve some learning. For example, although the cross-fostered Japanese and rhesus macaques in the
study just mentioned failed to modify their vocalizations to match
their adoptive peers and mothers, they did learn to recognize and
respond to their adoptive mothers’ calls, and vice versa (Seyfar th
and Cheney 1997). Similarly, infant vervets are initially quite indiscriminate about the sorts of aerial objects that elicit eagle alarm
calls, and they often respond inappropriately to the alarm calls of
others. Over a period of several years, however, they gradually
learn to restrict their eagle alarm calls to the few raptor species
that pose a threat, and they also learn the correct response to different alarm calls (Seyfarth and Cheney 1986).
Why should a monkey that can learn to associate a particular
call with a given species of predator nonetheless be unable to learn
to produce a new vocalization? The apparent inability of vervets
and other monkeys to create new calls for objects in their environment is all the more paradoxical given the fact that many species
of mammals, including not only apes but also sea lions and dolphins (and, in the home, dogs and cats), can be taught to associate
hundreds of artificial sounds and symbols with objects and events,
including names for other individuals.
To address this puzzle, it may help to speculate for a moment
about the conditions that may be necessary for a new word or symbol to be adopted by a community. Imagine a society composed
of two individuals, Mort and Stanley. One day, Mort sees a butterfly for the first time and utters a new sound while looking at it:
“Kipepeo.” Stanley observes Mort and soon learns that when Mort
says “kipepeo,” he means something like butterfly . This sort of
associative learning is quite within the capabilities of many animals; in fact, it is the method typically adopted by humans when
they teach captive animals artificial signs for objects, at least in the
initial stages (Premack 1976b; Savage-Rumbaugh 1986 ; Schusterman et al. 1993).
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The adoption of kipepeo by others, however, may entail a more
complex process. One method might involve a process similar to
instrumental learning. For example, Mort’s use of ki pepeo could
facilitate its use by Stanley, much in the way that many species of
animals are drawn to manipulate objects they have observed conspecifics manipulating (Fiorito and Scotto 1992 ; Zentall 1996).
Alternatively, Stanley might in some way copy Mort whenever
both of them saw a butterfly. Eventually, Stanley would learn that
his use of ki pepeo produced a given response in Mort, and the two
would arrive at a shared convention. In either case, the spread of
the word through the community would be slow and subject to
error.
Instead, efficient and widespread adoption of a new word
would seem to require that both speaker and listener attribute intention and beliefs to one another (Grice 1957; Jackendoff 1994).
In D. C. Dennett’s (1995) terms, Stanley must adopt the intentional stance to determine why Mort says “ kipepeo.” According to
this scenario, Stanley recognizes that when Mort says “kipepeo,”
he probably means butterfly. As a result, the next time Stanley
wishes to communicate with Mort about a butterfly, he says
“kipepeo ,” reasoning that Mort will recognize that Stanley also
means butterfly when he says this word.
It seems possible, then, that some sort of rudimentary theory
of mind (Premack and Woodruff 1978) might be necessary for
the learning of words and language. If true, this hypothesis might
explain the lack of vocal learning by monkeys, because all evidence
to date suggests that monkeys cannot attribute mental states to
others (see reviews by Cheney and Seyfa rth 1990b; Povinelli 1993;
Tomasello and Call 1997).
In contrast, word learning in even very young children seems to
be accompanied by primitive mental state attribution. Clearly,
young children of one and two years of age do not have a fully
developed theory of mind, in the sense that they attribute false
beliefs to others (Astington et al. 1988; Wellman 1990; Perner
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1991). By the age of one year, however, they already seem to
understand that words can be mapped onto objects and actions in
the world (Golinkoff et al. 1994; Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff
1996). Crucially, this understanding seems to be accompanied by a
form of “social referencing,” in which the child uses other people’s
direction of gaze, gestures, and emotions to appraise a situation.
As early as six months of age, infants are capable of attending
to their mothers’ direction of gaze to infer where to look, and by
the age of eighteen months they are able to guess both the direction and the location of an adult’s focus of gaze, even when this
is outside their own visual field (Butterworth and Jarrett 1991).
Infants at this age also actively attend to the speaker’s gaze and
focus of attention when inferring the referent of the speaker’s
utterance (Baldwin 1993a,1993b), as if they have developed some
tacit understanding that gaze and attention are a reflection of
underlying knowledge (Tomasello 1996a).
Similarly, around the age of one year infants begin to use gestures and sounds to recruit adults’ attention. In pointing toward a
desired object, they will often turn to the addressee as if to check
that the message has been received, and they begin to repeat and
alter sounds or gestures that have been interpreted incorrectly
(Golinkoff 1986; Bretherton 1992) . One-year-old children also
seem capable of inferring the goals and intentions of adults, even
when adults perform an intentional act incorrectly (Meltzoff
1995). Finally, by the age of two years they begin to distinguish
between ignorance and knowledge in others and adjust their speech
accordingly (O’Neill 1996) .
Through imitation, declarative gestures, and speech, therefore,
young children demonstrate that they view adults as intentional
beings. Their ability to compare another’s perceptual state with
their own forms the basis of a social referencing system that appears to be integral to early word learning.
It should be noted that although the acquisition of knowledge
through joint attention involves the ability to attend to gaze direc-
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tion, this by itself is by no means sufficient. People with autism,
for example, seldom point to others, monitor other people’s gazes
to gain information, or bring objects to other people’s attention,
even though they are capable of attending to other people’s direction of gaze (Baron-Cohen 1995 ; Baron-Cohen et al. 1995). Gaze
is recognized as a behavioral act, it seems, but not as a reflection of
underlying beliefs and knowledge.
In this respect, monkeys seem very different from young children and more like many people with autism. Several neurological
studies have suggested that monkeys and other mammals are very
sensitive to eye contact and gaze (Perrett et al. 1987; Perrett and
Emery 1994; Walsh and Perrett 1994). Under natural conditions,
monkeys also readily follow the gazes of others. However, they do
not use gazes or gestures like pointing to attract other individuals’
attention to themselves or to some third individual or object in the
environment (Anderson et al. 1995, 1996). Similarly, although
monkeys can be trained to point and to attend to pointing by humans, they appear to recognize pointing only as an indication of a
predictable event, and not as a representation of intent. Thus, for
example, a rhesus macaque that has been trained to point to acquire food will nonetheless fail to recognize the significance of
pointing in others. Conversely, a monkey that has been taught to
respond to a human’s pointing will not itself gesture or point to
acquire food (Povinelli, Parks, and Novak 1992 ; Hess et al. 1993 ;
see also Anderson et al. 1995, 1996). Finally, monkeys do not
appear to make adjustments to messages that were received or
interpreted inaccurately, except to escalate a display. They do not,
for example, attempt to correct others or themselves (Cheney and
Seyfarth 1990b).
This is not to say that monkeys never direct their calls or
behavior toward specific other individuals; clearly they do. The
“reconciliatory” grunts given by dominant female baboons, for
example, seem deliberately directed at their former victims. Moreover, through their behavior, these victims act as if they interpret
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the calls as being directed at themselves (Cheney and Seyfarth
1997). Similarly, although monkeys rarely attempt to recruit other
individuals’ attention through gaze or gesture, they do use gaze to
target opponents and to recruit other individuals’ support in aggressive alliances. Monkeys also seem to recognize that displays
and facial expressions are ineffective without some degree of eye
contact. They rarely display at another individual if that individual’s back is turned to them, and they often seem to take deliberate
steps to make or avoid eye contact with others (e.g., Hall and
Devore 1965; Zeller 1987; Smuts and Watanabe 1990).
The difference between young human children and monkeys
may be due to the fact that monkeys call and look at each other in
order to influence each other’s behavior, whereas children do so in
order to influence their attention or knowledge. All observations
and experiments conducted to date suggest that monkeys are incapable of recognizing that other individuals gain knowledge when
they look at something (Cheney and Seyfarth 1990b; Povinelli,
Parks, and Novak 1992; Anderson et al. 1995, 1996).
Indeed, it is debatable whether even chimpanzees can recognize the link between seeing and knowing, or whether they are
capable of manipulating or recruiting attention in the way that
young children do. Like monkeys, chimpanzees will actively seek
to attract other individuals’ attention. They also readily follow
other individuals’ gazes and attend more to individuals whose eyes
are open than to those whose eyes are shut (Povinelli and Eddy
1996a, 1996b). However, they may not understand seeing as a
mental event or recognize that a gaze has intentional significance.
For example, although chimpanzees will refrain from begging or
gesturing to a human whose back is turned, they will nonetheless
gesture to humans whose eyes have been blindfolded (Povinelli
and Eddy 1996b).
In one experiment in which captive chimpanzees had to distinguish between a knowledgeable and an ignorant human informer
in order to acquire food, three of four subjects eventually learned
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to choose the knowledgeable informer in a significant number of
trials (Povinelli et al. 1990). The chimpanzees’ performance certainly exceeded that of rhesus macaques, who never learned to distinguish between the two informants at all, and who had to be
trained to respond to pointing (Povinelli, Parks, and Novak 1992).
Curiously, however, even the successful chimpanzees continued
to select the ignorant informer in approximately 30 percent of
trials, suggesting that their choices may have been based on some
contingency-based rule rather than on knowledge of the causal
relation between seeing and knowing. In this respect, the chimpanzees’ “theory of mind” seems qualitatively different from that
of human children, who seem predisposed from an early age to
view other individuals as intentional beings with goals and beliefs.

3. WHY D OES THE NATURAL COMMUNICATION
OF M ONKEYS AND A PES LACK S YNTAX ?
The inability of monkeys and perhaps also apes to recognize
the mental mechanisms that underlie communicative acts may partially explain the absence of syntax in their vocalizations. Words
are more than just labels for concepts (whatever a concept is) ;
they can also be grouped into different categories according to
their syntactic properties. Words acquire additional meaning
through their relation to other words and their roles as modifiers,
nouns, and verbs (Bever 1970; Crain and Fodor 1985; Dowty
1991; Pinker 1994).
As described earlier, at least some of the sounds produced by
monkeys are functionally semantic. By contrast, there is no evidence in any nonhuman primate for even the most rudimentary
form of syntax. Although monkeys often utter calls in bouts, there
appears to be no syntactical structure to these bouts. Instead, sequences of calls tend to consist of either the same call repeated a
number of times (Cheney and Seyfarth 1990b) or of the pairing
of two calls typically associated with different emotional states to
express an intermediate state (Robinson 1984).
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Because they lack syntactic properties, it is almost impossible
to determine the precise semantic content of a signal like a vervet’s
leopard alarm call or a baboon’s contact bark. A leopard alarm,
for example, cannot really be described as a command to action
(e.g., “Run into the trees”) because not all vervets run into trees
upon hearing the call, and vervets already in trees will also give
this call if they spot a leopard. Similarly, the call cannot really be
described as a noun (“leopard” or “carnivore”) because it consistently evokes a flight response from at least some listeners. Instead, it seems that the vervet’s leopard alarm call is best described
as a proposition: a single utterance or thought that simultaneously
incorporates a subject and a predicate (e.g., Bever 1970; Gleitman
1991 ; Stillings et al. 1995).
Vervet alarm calls certainly seem to be simultaneously eventish
and objectish, in that they incorporate both reference to an object
and a disposition to behave toward that object in a particular way.
They refer to a particular sort of immediate danger, and they function to designate particular classes of predators. There is no evidence, though, that a leopard afarm call can be modified to elaborate upon the characteristics of the leopard currently in question.
Through repetition and changes in amplitude (both of which seem
to carry prosodic information), alarm calls can serve to inform
others of the immediacy of danger. They cannot, however, specify
whether a leopard is big or small, sleeping or stalking, in a tree
or on the ground.
In this respect, vervet alarm calls recall the first utterances of
very young children, who often seem to have propositional attitudes in mind when they utter single words (or “holophrases”;
Dore 1974). When a one-year-old child says a word like ball, for
example, it often appears that she is doing more than simply denoting an object. Depending upon the context of its use, the word
may function as a request (“Give me the ball”) or as a declarative
comment (“Look at my ball”) (Shipley et al. 1969). In the same
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way, a vervet’s leopard alarm call can function both to designate
a particular sort of animal and to signal an escape response.
The linguistic capacities of even one-year-old children probably surpass those of vervets, however, because even at the oneword stage children not only comprehend sentences but are also
extremely sensitive to the syntactical relations among words
(Bloom 1970; Dore 1974; Barrett 1982; Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff 1996). For example, children at the one- or two-word stage
clearly use grammatical structures (or “syntactic bootstrapping”)
to infer the meaning of words (Brown 1973; Pinker 1984, 1989;
Gleitman 1990), and they will respond differently to a grammatically well-formed command than to an ill-formed one (Shipley
et al. 1969). Unlike monkeys, children use one-word utterances
in different contexts, and they also use gestures and intonation to
add meaning to their utterances (Barrett 1982; Morford and
Goldin-Meadow 1992).
How do we explain the apparent lack of syntax in the vocal
communication of nonhuman primates and other animals ? One
possible explanation is that animals simply lack the conceptual
ability to recognize argument structure -that is, they fail to see
that an event can be described as a linear sequence in which an
agent performs some action on an object (e.g., Amy threatens
Betty, as opposed to Betty threatens A m y ) . Similarly, they may
simply be unable to represent descriptive modifiers (e.g., a big
leopard as opposed to a small one), or prepositions that specify
locations (e.g., a leopard in a tree, as opposed to one o n the
ground). This, however, seems unlikely.
Although the definitive experiments have not yet been conducted, it seems probable that animals are capable of thinking, as
it were, in sentences. Monkeys certainly act as if they have expectations about the direction and outcome of social interactions. For
example, baboon females appear to recognize the factors that cause
one individual to give submissive vocalizations to another, and they
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respond strongly to interactions that appear to violate the existing
dominance hierarchy (Cheney et al. 1995). Through their responses, in other words, they act as if they know the difference
between an interaction in which A supplants B and one in which B
supplants A . Similarly, when watching videos of behavioral interactions among humans, captive chimpanzees can learn (though only
after considerable training) to label one event as A approaches B ,
and another as B approaches A (Itakura and Matsuzawa 1993).
Experiments with captive tamarins also suggest that monkeys respond more strongly to videos of causally anomalous events than
causally consistent ones (Hauser in press). Finally, there is evidence that particular areas in the temporal cortex of rhesus macaques are more responsive to causally related movement patterns
than to movements that are merely contiguous (Perrett et al. 1990).
In distinguishing between an event that violates the current
dominance hierarchy from one that does not, a female baboon acts
as if she has knowledge of argument structure. It is possible, however, that this knowledge remains tacit, and that she does not explicitly designate sequences of events in terms of their component
parts. In any case, even if monkeys and apes do mentally tag
events with syntactical properties (who does what to whom), they
certainly fail to map these tags onto a communicative system in
any stable or predictable way. By contrast, even very young children seem predisposed to order words sequentially, such that
agents precede actions and actions precede objects (e.g., Slobin and
Bever 1982; Pinker 1989; Naigles et al. 1992).
The apparent failure of free-ranging monkeys to map mental
argument structures onto a linguistic code becomes even more puzzling when we consider the success with which different animal
species have been taught by humans to comprehend phrases that
differ according to their use of specific nouns, verbs, and modifiers.
The various “ape language” projects have demonstrated clearly
that captive apes can learn to comprehend and even produce
phrases that differ according to agent, action, or modifier. In addi-
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tion to using symbols for objects, chimpanzees readily acquire
signs for numbers, color, and properties, and they use these modifiers in the appropriate contexts (Premack 1 9 7 a , 1986; Matsuzawa 1985 ; Savage-Rumbaugh 1986; Boysen 1996). The bonobo
Kanzi is able to understand commands that include nouns, verbs,
and modifiers with the same accuracy as a two-year-old child
(Savage-Rumbaugh et al. 1993).
Apes, moreover, are not unique in their ability to learn to tag
symbols with syntactic properties. The African grey parrot Alex,
for example, was taught to label objects with modifiers like color,
shape, and quantity (Pepperberg 1981). He could also identify
modifiers within subsets of modifiers to answer question like
“What color 4-cornered wood?” (Pepperberg 1992). In so doing,
Alex behaved as if his knowledge of words was to some degree
category- based.
Similarly, L. M. Herman and his colleagues taught two dolphins to obey sentencelike strings of commands that differed according to the sorts of modifiers, actions, or objects that were specified. Some modifiers were even relational (e.g., left and right).
Tests with novel “sentences” suggested that the dolphins had
some understanding of the words’ syntactical categories; even if
they had never encountered a particular set of words together
before, they could relate them successfully in a novel command
(Herman 1987; Herman et al. 1984; Herman, Kuczaj, and Holder
1993; Herman, Pack, and Morel-Samuels 1993; Kako in prep.).
Sea lions have been taught to obey commands of similar complexity, as well as the use of relational modifiers (Schusterman
and Krieger 1986; Gisiner and Schusterman 1992).
In each of these cases, language-trained animals act as if they
imbue signs not only with specific meanings but also with syntactical properties that relate in a consistent manner to other signs. T o
date, however, there has been no definite test of this hypothesis.
One such test might be to insert a novel sign into the position normally occupied by a verb. If the animal tagged this sign with a
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syntactical property, it should treat it as something requiring an
action. Such syntactical bootstrapping is a device commonly used
by children to deduce the meaning of words (Gleitman 1990;
Pinker 1994). Future investigations of the linguistic capacities of
language-trained animals should also search for other crucial attri
butes of human syntax, including the use of closed class items like
prepositions (Kakoin prep.). Until then, it will remain a matter
of debate whether many language-trained animals have even acquired knowledge of the semantic properties of signs, as opposed
to having learned simply the stimulus equivalence relation between
a sign and its referent (Schusterman and Gisiner 1989).
Similarly, although language-trained animals may be relatively
proficient in the comprehension of phrases, it is doubtful whether
even language-trained apes can produce phrases with any consistent syntactic structure (Seidenberg and Pettito 1979; Terrace et al.
1979; Ristau and Robbins 1982). P. M. Greenfield and E. S.
Savage-Rumbaugh ( 1993) have contended that Kanzigives syntactic structure to his signs by combining lexicons with gestures like
pointing. Because he typically places the lexicon before the gesture,
however, it could be argued that Kanzi’s combinations fail to show
the same organizational structure as children’s two-word utterances
(Kako in prep.). Children at this stage will serially order words
according to their propositional role (DeVilliers and DeVilliers
1973). Through such ordering they can produce “sentences” that
distinguish, for example, between “Susan tickle (me)” and “(Me)
tickle Susan.” It is not clear whether Kanzi can do the same.
Assuming for the moment, however, that animals as diverse as
parrots, sea lions, and bonobos can be taught to comprehend and
distinguish among modifiers, actions, and objects, why do their natural vocal signals not reflect this ability? Perhaps it relates, once
again, to their apparent lack of a theory of mind.
For example, although vervet monkeys, like many other animals, vary their rates of alarm calling depending upon the presence
and composition of their audience, they do not act deliberately to
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inform ignorant individuals more than knowledgeable ones (Cheney
and Seyfarth 1990a,1990b). Similarly, they do not attempt to correct or rectify false beliefs in others, and they do not instruct others
in the correct usage or response to calls (Seyfarth and Cheney
1986). Because vervets are unable to distinguish between what
they know and what others know, they may fail to recognize that
ignorant individuals have to have events explained and described
to them. As a result, they may not understand that there is a need
to specify whether a leopard is in a tree or on the ground. Perhaps
for the same reason, vervets do not comment upon events of the
past or signal about things in their absence.
Monkeys’ calls, therefore, appear to reflect the knowledge the
signaler has rather than the knowledge the signaler intends his
audience to acquire (Cheney and Seyfarth 1990b,1996). Indeed,
in many cases the meaning and function of a call from the listener’s perspective may differ considerably from that of the signaler’s (Marler 1961). For example, dominant female baboons
often grunt to their victims shortly after fighting with them. These
grunts change the victim’s subsequent behavior, making her more
likely both to approach her former opponent and to tolerate her
former opponent’s approaches (Silk et al. 1996; Cheney and Seyfarth 1997). Whether the dominant female intends to reconcile
with her former victim, however, is debatable. Instead, it seems
more likely that female baboons grunt to victims simply because
they now wish to interact with them. Through past experience and
perhaps also through observing the interactions of others, victims
learn that grunts signal a low probability of attack, with the result that the calls come to serve a reconciliatory function (Cheney
and Seyfarth 1996, 1997).
Similarly, baboons often utter loud “contact” barks when moving through wooded areas. Because these barks are clumped in
time, it often appears as if individuals are exchanging barks in
order to inform each other of their location. It seems unlikely,
however, that baboons give contact barks with the intent of ex-
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changing information, because baboons tend to give contact barks
only when they themselves are peripheral or separated from
others. They seldom answer the contact barks of others when they
are in the center of the group progression and at no risk of becoming separated themselves (Cheney et al. 1996; Cheney and
Seyfarth 1 9 9 6 ) . Nonetheless, the barks function as contact calls
because they permit listeners to deduce the group’s location and
direction of travel. In both cases, the listener extracts rich, even
semantic, information from a signaler who may not, in the human
sense, have intended to provide it.
A variety of evidence suggests, therefore, that a theory of
mind might be crucial not only to many of the attributes that we
consider critical to human culture -such as teaching, informing,
empathy, and deceit -but also to syntax and the adoption of new
words.

4. Do THESE G ENERALIZATIONS ALSO A PPLY TO A PES ?
The argument that linguistic capacity is ultimately linked to at
least a rudimentary theory of mind may account for the lack of
syntax and word learning in monkeys, but does it apply equally to
apes ? T o this point in the discussion, we have considered monkeys
and apes together, at least in part because almost nothing is known
about the communication of apes under natural conditions. But
this lumping of apes and monkeys may be unwarranted if apes
have the capacity to attribute mental states to others. This issue,
in fact, is a matter of some contention. While there are those who
maintain that there are greater cognitive differences (specifically
with reference to a theory of mind) between monkeys and apes
than between apes and humans (Savage-Rumbaugh and Lewin
1994; Byrne 1 9 9 5 ) , it is also argued that no cognitive tests have
as yet demonstrated a qualitative difference between monkeys and
apes in the capacity to attribute mental states to others (Tomasello
and Call 1997; Heyes in press; Tomasello in press).
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There is some evidence that chimpanzees learn more easily than
monkeys to recognize the goals and motives of others. In captivity,
they seem better than monkeys at assuming another individual’s
role in a cooperative task and at recognizing intentional gestures,
such as pointing (Povinelli et al. 1900; Povinelli, Nelson, and
Boysen 1992 ; Povinelli, Parks, and Novak 1992). They also seem
better at emulating others. When watching a demonstrator use a
tool, chimpanzees, unlike monkeys, readily learn its use and function. However, unlike children, they do not copy the precise motor
patterns or methods of the demonstrator (Nagel1 et al. 1993).
As a result, it remains unclear whether the difference in performance between chimpanzees and monkeys stems from chimpanzees’
greater capacity to comprehend the goals and intentions of others
or from their proficiency in recognizing cause-effect relations
(Tomasello et al. 1987; Limongelli et al. 1995; Povinelli and
Eddy 1 9 9 b ; Tomasello 1996a; Tomasello and Call 1997).
There is at present little evidence from natural populations of
chimpanzees that apes take into account their audience’s mental
states when communicating with one another. For example, chimpanzees do not appear to adjust their loud calls to inform ignorant
individuals about their own location or the location of food
(Mitani and Nishida 1993; Clark and Wrangham 1994; Mitani
1996). Similarly, although chimpanzees certainly differ from monkeys in the variety and frequency of tool use (McGrew 1994),
there is no evidence that chimpanzees learn to use tools by actively
imitating or instructing one another (Tomasello 1996b ;Tomasello
and Call 1997). Finally, although there are more anecdotal examples of deception in apes than in monkeys (Byrne 1995), it is
unclear whether this difference stems from apes’ capacity to recognize the causal relation between behavior and knowledge or from
their greater ability to recognize and act upon observed contingencies. In fact, as discussed earlier, tests on captive chimpanzees
indicate that apes do not easily learn to recognize the relationship
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between perception and knowledge (Povinelli et al. 1990; Povinelli and Eddy 1996b).
This is not to say that there are no important cognitive differences between monkeys and apes. First, as mentioned above,
chimpanzees seem better than monkeys at emulating the actions
of others and at recognizing causal relations between tools and
their functions ( Visalberghi and Limongelli 1994 ; Limongelli
et al. 1995; Tomasello and Call 1997). Second, apes seem better
at making abstract relational judgments involved in tasks like analogical reasoning (e.g., a big circle has the same relation to a small
circle as a big square has to a small square) (Premack 1983;
Thompson 1995; Thompson and Oden 1995). Finally, a variety
of evidence suggests that language-trained apes come to view signs
as true symbols for things rather than simply as items that are
associated with certain objects (Premack 1976b, 1986; SavageRumbaugh 1986; Boysen 1996). Thus, for example, languagetrained chimpanzees appear to recognize that a sign can designate
an object, but not vice versa. Whether monkeys are also capable
of recognizing this distinction is unknown, because the necessary tests have not been conducted. It also remains to be seen
whether chimpanzees recognize this distinction in their natural
communication.
5. WHAT Is THE E FFECT OF H UMAN T RAINING
ON THE COGNITIVE CAPACITIES O F A NIMALS ?
To date, most of the evidence that the cognitive abilities of
chimps differ in significant ways from those of monkeys comes
from chimpanzees that have had prolonged contact and/or training with humans. In fact, there may be as many differences between the performance of human-“encultura ted” chimpanzees and
“natural” chimpanzees as between apes and monkeys in general.
In one experiment specifically designed to test the effect of human
enculturation, M. Tomasello et al. (1993) compared the imitative
abilities of chimpanzees raised by humans (but not language-
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trained), chimpanzees raised by their own mothers, and two-yearold children. Each subject was shown a number of novel actions
and scored according to whether it imitated the action of the demonstrator. Mother-reared chimps did not, whereas human-reared
chimpanzees and children did. In another experiment, investigators examined the use of joint attention by chimpanzees and
children when learning to imitate a task involving novel objects.
Again, children and enculturated chimps looked back and forth
from the object to the demonstrator and used gestures to direct
the demonstrator’s attention, whereas mother-raised chimps did
not (Carpenter et al. 1995). Similarly, only chimpanzees that have
been trained to use tokens as symbols are able to solve match-tosample tasks that explicitly require them to judge relations between relations. Naïve chimpanzees can perceive these relations,
but this knowledge seems to remain tacit (Thompson and Oden
1995).
Does exposure to humans somehow enhance chimpanzees’ cognitive capacities ? Human trainers actively engage their chimpanzee
subjects’ attention when interacting with them or instructing them
in the use of signs. As a result, apes raised in the context of human culture and instruction may come to view humans as intentional agents who have goals and motives (Tomasello and Call
1997). It is also possible, however, that exposure to humans
simply familiarizes chimpanzees with human artifacts and training
regimes, which in turn facilitates learning. If the development of
even a rudimentary theory of mind requires exposure to tutors who
themselves already possess a theory of mind, it is difficult to imagine how the ability to attribute mental states to others would
evolve in the first place ( Povinelli 1996).

6. SUMM AR Y
It seems fruitless to continue to speculate about the significance
of apes’ ability to learn artificial signs or gestures when so little is
known about their natural communication. While it is sometimes
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asserted that chimpanzees’ and bonobos’ gestures may convey more
information than their vocalizations (Savage-Rumbaugh et al.
1996; Tomasello in press), these assertions are based on intuition
rather than fact; almost nothing is known about the possible
“semantic” content of these species’ calls (Mitani 1996). Similarly,
nothing is known about the development of communicative behavior in any of the great apes. Although the acquisition of tool
use by young chimpanzees appears to require observational learning and practice ( Goodall 1970; Boesch 1991), it is as yet unclear
if any form of joint attention or social referencing occurs in such
learning, or whether similar learning processes might occur in the
context of communication.
Violating our own injunction, we offer here one speculative
hypothesis that may be a spur to further research. The admittedly
scanty evidence assembled to date suggests that the communication
of nonhuman animals lacks three features that are abundantly
present in the earliest words of young children: a rudimentary
theory of mind, the ability to generate new words, and syntax.
W e suggest that the absence of all three features is not accidental,
and that the lack of one (theory of mind) may be causally related
to the lack of the others (words and syntax). Because they cannot
attribute mental states to one another and are unaware of the relation between behavior and beliefs, monkeys and perhaps also apes
are considerably less adept than young children at recognizing the
intentions of others and learning new behavior from others. For
the same reason, they do not go out of their way to inform others,
to instruct others, or to describe and comment upon events in the
world. This failure stems not from the inability to recognize or
attend to events, but from the inability to recognize that not all
individuals share the same knowledge about these events.
Despite their lack of a theory of mind, monkeys nonetheless
seem to view other individuals as behaving, animate beings with
predictable actions and relationships. In their social interactions,
monkeys act as if they regard other individuals as entities that
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cause one another to behave in predictable ways; they also seem to
recognize that social interactions have predictable outcomes. Indeed, if monkeys lacked the ability to distinguish A supplants B
from B supplants A-that is, if they lacked a rudimentary social
syntax -they could hardly survive in their group. Again, however, we know almost nothing about the forms of causal reasoning
that might underlie these social inferences. Another challenge for
the future will be to identify the kinds of social understanding that
are possible in the absence of a theory of mind.
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